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Moran 36” Double Bowl
Copper Farmhouse Sink

+ The Moran is part of Sinkology’s
    VENTURE Collection of farmhouse-style  
    antique copper kitchen sinks that come  
    in a variety of layouts and bowl options.

+ The Moran is handcrafted with pure  
    16-gauge solid copper, a beautiful
    material that is both durable enough for  
    daily use and beautiful enough to be  
    the showcase of your kitchen’s design. 

+ The Moran’s two bowls are equally sized  
    and 9” deep, offering plenty of space  
    for soaking and stacking dishes on the  
    side and rinsing and cleaning on the  
    other.

+ The Moran can be installed as either  
    a drop-in kitchen sink or undermount  
    kitchen sink, offering flexible options for  
    achieving the classic farmhouse style
    look in your home’s kitchen.

+ The Moran comes with Sinkology’s
    Everyday Promise lifetime warranty. 

+ Delivered with pre-installed   
    sound-dampening pads on all sides, the  
    Moran is designed to meet the needs  
    of a busy household by minimizing
    noises and maximizing functionality.

35.65” x 22” x 9”

Model #SK311-36AC

Kitchen Sink Basket Strainer Drain
Antique Copper #TB35-01

#SK311-36AC

Kitchen Sink ISE Disposal Flange
Antique Copper #TD35-01

Copper Care IQTM Kit
#SARMOR-101

Features

About Sinkology
At Sinkology, we are on a mission to make unique, high-quality kitchen, bath and home décor 

products that inspire real people to find beauty in their homes and lives. 

We believe that every project and every budget is worthy of beautiful products designed to last a 

lifetime—and that with the right information, every house can become the home of your dreams.

Product Pairing Suggestions
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https://www.sinkology.com/kitchen-accessory/kitchen-basket-strainer-drain/
https://www.sinkology.com/about-sinkology/


Lifetime Warranty

Moran 36” Double Bowl
Copper Farmhouse Sink

+ Outer - 35.65” x 22” x 9”

+ Inner - 15” x 18” x 8.8”

+ Weight - 39 lbs

+ Drain - 3.5” diameter

+ Cabinet Size - 36” minimum
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Technical Specifications

All Sinkology products come with our Everyday Promise 
Lifetime Warranty. You won’t need it, but it’s there.

CustomerService@Sinkology.com | 866.915.3003
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